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Obstruction spaces are a common and useful tool in deformation theory,
but there is almost no standard definition of obstructions in the literature.
Usually authors either assume the existence of a vector space of obstruc-
 w x.tions, satisfying suitable functoriality conditions as in Ar2, Kaw , or they
use an explicit obstruction space for the problem at hand.
The most interesting functors from the viewpoint of deformation theory
 .  . are those satisfying Schlessinger's conditions H1 and H2 cf. Definition
.2.7 ; following Wahl we will call them functors with good deformation
theory, or Gdt for short.
The aim of this paper is to propose a definition of obstruction theory for
any morphism of functors of Artin rings n : F ª G in the case that G is
Gdt; obstruction theory for a functor is an important special case, where
the morphism is the projection to the trivial functor ). Besides functorial-
ity, we only require that obstructions be a pointed set, so that it makes
sense to speak of vanishing obstructions. It is easy to prove the existence of
 .a universal obstruction theory Theorem 3.2 . For Gdt functors we prove
in Corollary 4.4 that the universal obstruction theory is always complete
 .that is, liftings exist if and only if obstruction vanishes .
The use of Factorization Theorem 6.2 allows us to extend to Gdt
functors many results previously proven under the assumption that
 .  .Schlessinger's condition H3 finite-dimensionality of tangent space also
holds, and that there exists a vector space of obstructions. In fact, one of
the objectives we had in mind when embarking upon this project was to
 .avoid the use of assumption H3 , which is very often unnatural.
The linearity of obstruction theories is also discussed, and we reach a
 .  w x.satisfactory answer Theorem 6.11 to Artin's question in Ar2, p. 169 as
 .to what extent an obstruction vector space is uniquely determined by the
functor. We prove that the existence of a vector space as obstruction space
for a Gdt functor F is equivalent to a Schlessinger-type condition, which
 .we call L see Definition 2.9 ; it is also equivalent to the existence of a
canonical vector space structure on the universal obstruction theory.
We are therefore led to introduce the concept of functors with good
 .deformation and obstruction theory or in short Gdot Definition 2.10 . It is
easy to see that most functors coming from geometry are Gdot cf. Lemma
.2.11 , and for them we are able to prove significant generalization of
known properties; in particular we generalize to Gdot the T 1-lifting
 w x.theorem cf. F-M and as a consequence we derive that every Gdt group
functor is smooth in characteristic zero for group functors Gdt implies
.Gdot .
The paper is a mixture of ``classical'' and new results; in the first two
sections we collect some known definitions and results, both to establish
notation and for the convenience of the non-expert reader. There and
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occasionally in the rest of the paper, some proofs or remarks have been
left as exercises.
When we started to write this paper we had in mind specific applications
to deformation theory. However, as the number of pages grew, we decided
to split the material, collecting here the general theory and leaving for a
 .sequel in preparation the applications to deformation theory.
1. NOTATIONAL SET-UP
Let Set# be the category of pointed sets. We will always denote by ) the
chosen point of an element V of Set#, unless V is a vector space when we
will assume that the chosen point is zero. The kernel of a morphism in
Set# will be the inverse image of the chosen point.
We will work over an arbitrary fixed field k. Let Vsp be the category of
k-vector spaces and F¨sp the full subcategory of finite dimensional vector
spaces. For a V g Vsp, we denote by V k its k-dual.
Let Art be the category of local Artinian k-algebras with residue fieldk
 .k with as morphisms the local homomorphisms . If A g Art , we willk
denote by m its maximal ideal.A
By e and e we will always mean indeterminates annihilated by thei
 w xmaximal ideal, and in particular of square zero e.g., the algebra k e has
w x .dimension 2 and k e , e has dimension 3 as a k-vector space .1 2$
Let Art be the category of complete noetherian local k-algebras R suchk
that R s Rrmn is in Art for all n g N. Note that Art is a subcategoryn R k k$
of Art .k
$
nExercise. Let R g Art and A g Art , and choose n such that m s 0.k Ak
 .  .  .Then Hom R, A s Hom R , A for the definition of R see above .n n
$
 .DEFINITION 1.0. A small extension e in Art resp. Art is a shortk k
exact sequence
e : 0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0,
$
 .where B ª A is a morphism in Art resp. Art , and M is annihilated byk k
 .the maximal ideal of B that is, as a B-module it is a k-vector space . In
the course of the paper, for every small extension e as above, we shall let
 .  .  . K e s M, S e s B, T e s A the letters should be a reminder of kernel,
.  .source, target . The k-vector space K e is called the kernel of e. A small
 .extension e will be called principal if dim K e s 1.k
$
 .For A g Art and M g F¨sp let Ex A, M be the vector space of smallk
extensions of A with kernel M.
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 .LEMMA 1.1. Ex y, y is contra¨ariant in the first ¨ariable and co¨ariant
in the second.
 .Proof. Fix an extension 0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0 in Ex A, M . Given a
morphism f : M ª N in F¨sp, define an extension 0 ª N ª BX ª A ª 0
Y   . X X.  X X X .by letting B s B [ N with product b, n b , n s bb , b n q b n ,0 0
. Xwhere b ª b is the quotient map B y k . Then let B be the quotient of0
Y   .. < 4 XB by the ideal m, f m m g M . Given a morphism p : A ª A in Art ,k
X X X Xdefine an extension 0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0 by letting B s A = B.A
$
 .  .If f : M ª N resp. p : B ª A is a morphism in F¨sp resp. Art , wek
 .  .  U  .  ..denote by f#: Ex A, M ª Ex A, N resp. p : Ex A, M ª Ex B, M
the induced maps.
Exercise.
 . U U  .  .1 Prove that f#p s p f#: Ex A, M ª Ex B, N .
$
 .2 Let A g Art . Then there exists a small extensionk
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
k  .such that the pushforward map M ª Ex A, k is an isomorphism in
F¨sp.
DEFINITION 1.2. A small extension
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
 .will be called tri¨ ial if it corresponds to 0 g Ex A, M , or equivalently if it
splits. In this case we will also write B as A [ M.
 .  . w xRemark. What we call Ex A, M is called Exal A, M in Il and
1 . w xT Ark, M in L-S .
DEFINITION 1.3. We denote by Smex the category whose objects are
small extensions in Art . A morphism of small extensions a : e ª e is ak 1 2
commutative diagram
6 6 6 6
0 M B A 01 1 1
6 6 6
a a aM B A
6 6 6 6
0 M B A 0.2 2 2
 . U  .  .Exercise. Prove that a e s a e g Ex M , A .M ) 1 A 2 2 1
We will also consider the subcategory Psmex of Smex of principal small
extensions, that is, those such that the kernel is a one-dimensional vector
space. A principal small extension will be called cur¨ ilinear if, for some
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n g N, it is isomorphic to
?t n nq1 nw x w x0 ª k ª k t rt ª k t rt ª 0.
 .  .We shall denote by e g Ex k, k the trivial extension
e w x0 ª k ª k e ª k ª 0.
2. FUNCTORS OF ARTIN RINGS AND
SCHLESSINGER CONDITIONS
We now introduce the functors we will study in this paper.
DEFINITION 2.1. A functor of Artin rings or sometimes just functor,
.when no confusion is likely to arise is a covariant functor F: Art ª Set#k
 .such that F k s ); such functors together with natural transformations
form a category, which we denote by Fun.
Remark. In fact, it is equivalent to ask that F be a functor with values
 .in Set; the chosen point is then determined by the requirement that F k
be one point together with the fact that k is an initial object in the
category Art .k
 .  4EXAMPLE 2.2. The constant functor ) defined by ) A s ) for all
A g Art is both an initial and a final object in Fun; we sometimes call itk
the trivial functor.
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let R be a local k-algebra with residue field k. Let
 .  .h g Fun be the functor h A s Hom R, A . The map R ª h is aR R R
contravariant functor from local k-algebras to Fun; in fact, it embeds the$
 w x.dual category of Art as a full subcategory of Fun see Sch .k
 .Exercise. i For every A g Art and F g Fun there exists an obviousk
 .  .bijection between F A and Mor h , F .F un A $
 .ii More generally, for every R g Art , there is a bijection betweenk
 .  n .Mor h , F and the inverse limit of the sets F Rrm .F un R R
 .iii If A, B g Art , then h s h = h . More generally, if R, S gk AmB A B$ ÃArt , then h s h = h , where R m S is defined as the inverse limit ofÃRmS R Sk
R m S .n n
 .EXAMPLE 2.4. Let V be a k-vector space. Define T g Fun by T AV V
s V m m . Then T g Fun. Note that, if V s W k, then T s h , whereA V V R
R is the symmetric algebra of W.
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DEFINITION 2.5. Given a morphism n : F ª G in Fun, we define the
 w x.tangent space to F to be the set t s F k e ; we define the relati¨ e tangentF
space t to n to be the kernel of t ª t .n F G
DEFINITION 2.6. Given a functor F g Fun and morphisms AX ª A,
Y  .A ª A in Art , let ) be the natural mapk
F AX = AY ª F AX = F AY . ) .  .  .  .A F  A.
 .The functor F is called left-exact if ) is bijective; F is called homoge-
 . Y  w x.neous if ) is bijective whenever A ª A is surjective cf. Se . It is
immediate to observe that the functors h are left-exact.R
DEFINITION 2.7. Let F be a functor in Fun. The following are called
Schlessinger conditions:
 .  . YH1 Map ) is surjective if A ª A is a principal small extension.
 .  . Y w xH2 Map ) is bijective if A s k e , A s k.
 .  .  .  w x. H3 Conditions H1 and H2 hold and dim F k e is finite cf.k
.Lemma 2.12 .
 .  . YH4 Map ) is bijective if A ª A is a principal small extension.
 .   ..  .Remark. Condition H1 resp. H4 is equivalent to requiring that )
 . Y  .be surjective resp. bijective whenever A ª A is a small extension; H2
 . Yis equivalent to requiring that ) be bijective whenever A ª A is a small
extension, A s k. When we need it, we will use these alternative formula-
tions of the conditions without further notice.
 .  .  .It is clear that left-exact « homogeneous « H1 , H2 and H4 ; we
 .  .  .shall prove in Corollary 6.3 that F satisfies conditions H1 , H2 , and H4
if and only if F is left-exact.
 .  .DEFINITION 2.8. If a functor F satisfies H1 , H2 then F is called a
 w x.functor with good deformation theory cf. Wa, p. 532 ; such functors form a
subcategory Gdt of Fun.
Remark. All functors in the examples above are in Gdt. For an exam-
ple of a functor in Fun but not in Gdt, see Example 2.13.
 .  .  X.Notation. When we know that ) is bijective, given a, b g F A
 Y .  X Y .= F A , we will denote by a [ b its inverse image in F A = A .F  A. A
 .DEFINITION 2.9. Let F be a functor in Fun. F satisfies condition L
 .which is related to linearity of obstructions, see Theorem 6.12 if the
following holds:
 .L For every small extension
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0,
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 . < 4let C s B = BrI where I s b, b b g M and let p and q be thek
natural maps
p q
F C ª F A = A ª F A = F A ; .  .  .  .k
y1 .   ..then q D ; p F C , where D is the diagonal. That is, everyF  A. F  A.
 .  .element of F A = A having equal projections in F A must lift tok
 .F C .
 .  .  .DEFINITION 2.10. If a functor F satisfies H1 , H2 , and L then F is
called a functor with good deformation and obstruction theory. Such functors
form a subcategory Gdot of Gdt. In most concrete cases e.g., deforma-
w x.  .tions of schemes, cf. Sch, p. 220 one can verify condition L by using the
following lemma.
 .LEMMA 2.11. In the notation of Definition 2.6 assume ) bijecti¨ e when
 .  .A s k. Then F satisfies conditions H2 and L .
Proof. By assumption the map q is bijective. Let d : A ª A = A bek
y1   ..the diagonal map; then q D s d F A . It is enough to show thatF  A.
  ..   ..p F C contains d F A , which is immediate as d factors through C.
 .LEMMA 2.12 Schlessinger . Let F be a Gdt functor.
 .   .1 t has a natural structure of k-¨ ector space hence H3 makesF
.sense .
 .  .2 Let V g F¨sp. Then F k [ V is canonically in bijection with
t m V.F
 .3 Gi¨ en a small extension
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
 .  .there is a canonical transiti¨ e action of t m M on each fiber of F B ª F A ,F
compatible in the ob¨ious sense with morphisms of small extensions.
 .  w x.Proof. 1 Let ¨ , ¨ g t . Consider ¨ as an element of F k e , and1 2 F i i
 w x.let ¨ s ¨ [ ¨ g F k e , e . Let l , l g k, and define l ¨ q l ¨ to1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 . w x w x  .be f ¨ [ ¨ , where f : k e , e ª k e is given by f e s l e . It is easy1 2 1 2 i i
to check that this makes t into a k-vector space.F
 .2 Induction on dim V. If dim V s 1, there is nothing to prove.
 .  .  .Otherwise, write V s U [ W; then F k [ V s F k [ U = F k [ W
 .by axiom H2 , and the result follows.
 .  .  .3 If the extension is split, that is, if B s A = k [ M , by H2 wek
 .  .  .have F B s F A = t m M . Otherwise, let C s B = B. Then C sF A
 .  .  .  .B [ M, hence F C s F B = t m M ; on the other hand, by H1 ,F
 .  .  .  .F C surjects into F B = F B . hence we get a map F B =F  A.
 .  .t m M ª F B ; it is easy to check that it is an action and has theF
claimed properties.
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 .Exercise. i If n : F ª G is a morphism in Gdt, the induced map
t ª t is linear.F G
 .ii Let F g Gdt. Then F is trivial if and only if t s 0.F
 .iii Let F, G g Gdt. Then F = G is in Gdt and t s t [ t .F=G F G
Usually all functors of Artin rings arising from deformation theory
problems have a good deformation theory, and in order to obtain fine
results we will, in a later section of the paper, restrict our attention to Gdt
functors. However, non-Gdt functors can be constructed very easily in
terms of Gdt ones.
 .EXAMPLE 2.13. Let n : F ª G be a morphism in Gdt. Let H s n F
 .be the image defined in the obvious way . Then H is an element of Fun,
but in general not of Gdt. Consider for instance the case where F s G s
ww xx 2  .h with R s k t , and let n : F ª G be induced by t ª t . Then n F isR
 . w x.nontrivial, but n F k e s ).
DEFINITION 2.14. For any morphism n : F ª G in Fun, define a
covariant functor n : Smex ª Set# by setting for every small extensionÄ
e : 0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
n e s G B = F A . .  .  .Ä G A.
 .  .Remark. n e s t , independently of n and F. If G s ), then n e sÄ ÄG
 .F A .
DEFINITION 2.15. A morphism n : F ª G in Fun is smooth if, for every
e g Smex,
e : 0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
 .  .the natural map F B ª n e is surjective. For a justification of this nameÄ
as well as the main properties of smooth morphisms we refer the reader to
w x  .  .Sch . Here we just recall that, if n is smooth, then F A ª G A is
surjective for all A g Art . A functor F g Fun is smooth if the morphismk
 .  .F ª ) is. This is equivalent to requiring that F B ª F A be surjective
for every small extension B ª A.
 w x.DEFINITION 2.16 cf. Sch . Let F be a functor in Fun and R an$
algebra in Art . R is said to prorepresent F if we are given an isomorphismk
h ª F. Such an F is then called prorepresentable; h ª F is determinedR R
by F up to canonical isomorphism. R is said to be a hull for F if we are
given a morphism h ª F which is smooth and bijective on tangentR
spaces. A hull, if it exists, is unique up to non-canonical isomorphism.
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3. DEFINITION OF RELATIVE OBSTRUCTION THEORY
In this section we develop relative obstruction theories for a morphism
n : F ª G in Fun under ``minimal'' assumptions, that is, we require only
that G be in Gdt. In fact Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 hold in complete
generality; however, without assumptions on G we cannot prove Proposi-
 .tion 3.3 more precisely the key Lemma 3.4 , and therefore the more
general notion seems to be of little interest.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let n : F ª G be a morphism in Fun, and assume
 .G g Gdt. A relati¨ e obstruction theory V, ¨ for n is the data of ane
obstruction space V g Set# and, for every small extension e g Smex, of an
 .  .k  .obstruction map ¨ : n e = K e ª V, where K e is the kernel of e, andÄe
 .n e was defined in Definition 2.14. The maps ¨ must satisfy the followingÄ e
two conditions:
 .  . k1 ¨ 0, 1 s ), where 1 g k is the identity.e
 .  . X2 Base change For every morphism e ª e in Smex, the diagram
X k 6 k .  .  .  .n e = K e n e = K eÄ Ä
6 6
¨ e
X¨ eX X k 6 .  .n e = K e VÄ
commutes.
 .  X X .A morphism V, ¨ ª V , ¨ of relative obstruction theories is a mor-e e
phism a : V ª V X such that ¨ X s a (¨ . A relative obstruction theorye e
 .  .O , ob is uni¨ ersal if for every relative obstruction theory V, ¨ there¨ e e
 .  .exists a unique morphism O , ob ª V, ¨ . A relative obstruction theoryn e e
 .  4V, ¨ is called tri¨ ial if V s ) . If e is a small extension with kernel k,e
 .  .we will often write ¨ ? instead of ¨ ?, 1 .e e
If F g Fun, we call obstruction theory for F a relative obstruction theory
for the morphism F ª ); the universal obstruction theory is then de-
noted O .F
 .Exercises. Let n be a morphism in Fun with Gdt target, and let V, ¨
be any obstruction theory for n . Let e be any small extension.
 .  . k  .i ¨ 0, f s ) for every f g k use f#e s e .e
 .  .  Uii If K e s 0 then ¨ s ) use p where p : A ª k is thee
.canonical projection .
 .  .  .   . .iii For every x g n e , ¨ x, 0 s ) use ii and base change .Ä e
THEOREM 3.2. In the abo¨e notation there exists a unique uni¨ ersal
 .relati¨ e obstruction theory O , ob .n e
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Proof. The unicity is clear. To prove existence, let O be the quotientn
of the set
kÃO s n e = K e .  .ÄD
egSmex
 .by the base change equivalence relation ; generated by
k k kX X Xn e = K e ª n e = K e = n e = K e , .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä .  .
X  .for all morphisms e ª e in Smex. Take the equivalence class of 0, 1 g
k .  .n e = K e as the distinguished point of O .Ä n
 .Remark. For later use we give another essentially equivalent descrip-
tion of the universal obstruction theory. We identify the set
ÄO s e, a e g Ex A , k , A g Art , a g n e 4 .  .  .Ä
Ã  .  .with a subset of O by mapping e, a ª e, a, 1 ; there is also a retraction
Ã Ä  .   ..  .r : O ª O given by e, a, f ª f#e, nf a , and clearly x ; r x for
Ãevery x g O.
ÄTherefore if we call ; the restriction of ; to O we have a canonicalÄ
Äisomorphism Or;s O .Ä n
Note that this implies that an obstruction theory is determined once one
 .  .knows V and ¨ a , for every A g Art , every e g Ex A, k , and everye k
 .a g n e .Ä
Remark. The universality of O implies its functoriality; more preciselyn
for every commutative diagram
a 6F H
6 6
mn
b 6
G L
 .there exists a natural morphism of pointed sets O a , b : O ª O . Inn m
order to avoid heavy notation we shall frequently write, when confusion is
 .  .not possible, a , b instead of O a , b , similarly if n : F ª G is a
 .morphism of functors of Artin rings we use both n and O n to denote the
induced obstruction map O ª O .F G
Exercise. Let F, G g Fun. Prove that O s O = O .F=G F G
The name obstruction theory is motivated by the following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let n : F ª G be a morphism in Fun, with G g Gdt;
 .let V, ¨ be a relati¨ e obstruction theory for n . Let e be the small extensione
p
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
 .  .  .  .  .and let b, a g n e s G B = F A . If b, a is contained in theÄ G A.
k .  . .image of F B , then ¨ b, a , f s ) for e¨ery f g M .e
 .  .Proof. 1 We can assume M s k by replacing e with f# e g
 .Ex A, k .
U .  .2 We can assume that e is trivial, by replacing e by p e and b, a
  . . .by G d b , b , where d : B ª B = B is the diagonal homomorphismA
 .  .and b g F B maps to b, a .
 . U3 Since e is trivial we can write e s c e where c : A ª k is the
canonical projection, so we can assume e s e and a s ).
 .  . .   . .4 By Lemma 3.4 we have ¨ b, ) , f s ¨ n b , f s ).e e
LEMMA 3.4. In the same assumptions as Proposition 3.3, let Z ; t beG
the linear subspace generated by the image of t . Then for e¨ery a g t , b g ZF G
 .  .we ha¨e ¨ a q b, 1 s ¨ a, 1 ; in particular Z is contained in the kernel ofe e
 .the obstruction map ¨ y, 1 : t ª V.e G
 .Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for every a g t , b g n t , andG F
 .  .a g k we have ¨ a q a b s ¨ a .e e
 .Let c g t such that n c s b and consider the following commutativeF
diagrams recall that e , e , and e are indeterminates annihilated by the1 2
.maximal ideal and in particular with square zero ,
e p6 6 6 6w x w x0 k k e , e k e 01 1
6 6
f
e6 6 6 6w x0 k k e k 0
 .  .where f e s e , f e s 0;1
e p6 6 6 6w x w x0 k k e , e k e 01 1
6 6
c
e26 6 6 6w x0 k k e k 02
 .  .where c e s e , c e s ae . Since G g Gdt there exists a [ b g2 1 2
 w x.  .  .  .G k e , e such that f a [ b s a, p a [ b s b, c a [ b s a q a b.1
The result follows by the base change property applied to the above
 .  w x.commutative diagrams and the element a [ b, c g G k e , e =1 Gkw e x.1
 w x.F k e .1
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DEFINITION 3.5. Let n : F ª G be a morphism in Fun, such that G is
Gdt. An element in O is said to be a cur¨ ilinear obstruction if it is in then
image of ob for some curvilinear extension e.e
LEMMA 3.6. Let F be a Gdt functor. Let x , x g O . Then there exists a1 2 F
  ..  .ksmall extension e, an a g F T e , and f , f g K e such that x s1 2 i
 .ob a, f .e i
 .Proof. We can assume that x s ob a for some small extensioni e ii
e : 0 ª k ª B ª A ª 0i i i
 .and for some a g F A . Let A s A = A , B s B = B , and let e bei i 1 k 2 1 k 2
 .  .the extension induced by the surjection B ª A. By H1 we can lift a , a1 2
 .  .kto an a g F A . Choose f and f in K e such that the diagrams1 2
6 6 6 6
e: 0 k [ k B A 0
6 6 6
fi
6 6 6 6
e : 0 k B A 0i i i
commute for i s 1, 2. Then the statement follows immediately by base
change.
A similar result could be proven for n a morphism in Gdt: we will not
need this generalization.
4. COMPLETENESS AND LINEARITY
In this section we introduce and study two important properties of
obstruction theories.
 .DEFINITION 4.1. An obstruction theory V, ¨ is called complete if thee
converse of Proposition 3.3 holds. That is, we require that, for any small
extension
e : 0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0,
 .  . kan element x in n e lifts to F B if and only if, for every f g M ,Ä
 .¨ x, f s ).e
Remark. A morphism n : F ª G in Fun with G g Gdt is smooth if
and only if the trivial obstruction theory is complete and therefore
.universal .
Exercise. If n has a complete obstruction theory then also the universal
 .obstruction theory O , ob is complete.n e
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The completeness of the universal obstruction theory is a quite restric-
tive condition on the morphism n : F ª G.
PROPOSITION 4.2. For a morphism n : F ª G as abo¨e the following are
equi¨ alent:
 .1 O is complete.n
 .  .  U .2 For e¨ery e g Ex A, k , p : B ª A and a g n p e , a lifts toÄ
  U ..  .   ..F S p e if and only if n a lifts to F S e .
 .  .  .   ..3 For e¨ery e g Ex A, k , a g n e , a lifts to F S e if and only ifÄ
 .ob a, 1 s ).e
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . This follows immediately by base change.
 .  .  .2 « 3 . According to the alternative description of O , ob a, 1 s )n e
 .  .  .if and only if e, a ; e , 0 and then 3 is equivalent to saying that, forÄ
 .  X X. Xe, a ; e , a , a lifts if and only if a lifts; this can be checked on theÄ
generators of the relation ; .Ä
 .  .3 « 1 . Let e be the small extension
p
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
 .  . kand assume a g n e satisfies ob a, f s ) for every f g M . We proveÄ e
 .that a lifts to F B by induction on dim M. If dim M s 1 then a lifts byk
 . k3 . Assume dim M ) 1 and let f g M with proper kernel N ; M.
Consider the following small extensions and morphisms:
p
X
X6 6 6 60 N B A 0
6 6
d
p6 6 6 60 M B A 0
6 6
X
pf
dX6 6 6 60 k A A 0
 . X  .  .where the bottom row is f# e ; call e the top row. By 3 applied to f# e ,
X  X.  X .Xa lifts to a g n e ; by base change, since N ª M is injective, ob a , gÄ e
s ) for every g g N k. Hence by the inductive hypothesis aX lifts to
 .F B .
In the absolute case we can simplify the criterion for the completeness
of the universal obstruction theory. Let F g Fun: for every small exten-
sion e
p
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
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 . kthe universal obstruction map is ob : F A = M ª O and, if O ise F F
 .  .  .complete, a g F A lifts to F B if and only if ob a, f s ) for everye
f g M k.
 .For A g Art and a g F A definek
Z A , a s e g Ex A , k a lifts to F S e . 4 .  .  . .
PROPOSITION 4.3. For e¨ery functor of Artin rings F the following condi-
tions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 O is complete.F
 .2 For e¨ery morphism p : B ª A and e¨ery small extension f :
C ª A the map
F C = B ª py1f F C .  . .A
 .  .is surjecti¨ e. In particular 2 holds if F satisfies H1 .
 .  .  .3 For e¨ery p : B ª A and b g F B , the set Z B, b is a ¨ector
 . U   ..  .subspace of Ex B, k and p Z A, p b ; Z B, b .
 .  .Proof. The equivalence 1 m 2 is exactly Proposition 4.2 applied in
the absolute case.
 .Assume O complete and let e , e g Z B, b , with e being the se-F 1 2 i
quence
p i
0 ª k ª B ª B ª 0.i
 .Then by 2 , b lifts to B = B , therefore every linear combination1 B 2
 . U   ..  .of e , e belongs to Z B, b . The inclusion p Z A, p b ; Z B, b is1 2
 .exactly 2 .
 .  .Conversely 3 implies 1 by Proposition 4.2.
COROLLARY 4.4. If F is a Gdt functor, then O is complete.F
Proof. Evident.
Given morphisms in Fun
mn
F ª G ª H
with H and G in Gdt, consider the induced sequence of maps
 .ob 1, m  .n , 1n e6 6 6 6 6 60 t t t O O O ; 4.5 .n mn m n mn m
 .by Proposition 3.3, the sequence 4.5 is a complex of pointed sets.
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 .THEOREM 4.6. If O , O , O are complete then 4.5 is an exact sequencen mn m
of pointed sets.
Proof. Exactness in O and in t is easy and left to the reader. Wemn m
check the exactness in O ; we will use the alternative description of then
universal obstruction theory. Let e be the small extension
p
0 ª k ª B ª A ª 0
 . .  .   . . .and let x s ob b, a , 1 g O such that 1, m x s ob m b , a , 1 s );e n e
 .  .we must prove that x s ob t, 1 for some t g t with m t s 0.e G
 .  .Since O is complete there exists c g F B such that p c s a,mn
 .  .  .mn c s m b . We can assume without loss of generality that e g Ex A, k
is the trivial extension, in fact otherwise we can apply the base change
property to the diagram
p 2 6B = B BA
6 6
p1
6
B A
 . .  .  .and get x s ob b , c , 1 where b g G B = B is such that p b s b,A 1
 .  . Up b s n c . Thus e s p e where p : A ª k is the natural projection;2
 . Xby base change we can assume that x s ob t, 1 with t g t . Let t be thee G
image of t in t ; as x maps to ) in O and O is complete, tX lifts toH m m
  . .  .s g t . Then by Lemma 3.4, x s ob t y n s , 1 , and t y n s g t .F e m
This theorem can be viewed as a formal justification of the well-known
philosophy in deformation theory that, given a ``natural'' morphism of
deformation functors, the induced maps on tangent and obstruction spaces
are connected by such an exact sequence. For concrete examples and
w xapplications, see for instance Ran1 ; longer exact sequences exist for
 w x.deformation functors as in Fl, Satz 3.4 .
DEFINITION 4.7. Let n : F ª G be a morphism in Fun, with G g Gdt.
 .An obstruction theory V, ¨ for n is called linear if V is a k-vector spacee
and for every small extension
p
e : 0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
 .  .  .and every b, a g G B = F A the mapG A.
u s ob b , a , y : M kª V . .e
 .is linear; this is equivalent to saying that ¨ is induced by a map n e ªÄe
 .V m M. When V is linear, given an element x g n e we will often speakÄ
of its image in V m M as the obstruction of x. A complete linear obstruc-
 .tion theory for a functor F that is, for the morphism F ª ) is an
w xobstruction space in the usual sense, for instance as in Kaw .
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The trivial obstruction is clearly linear, as well as most obstructions
``coming from geometry.'' A weak form of linearity holds for all complete
obstructions.
LEMMA 4.8. Let e be the small extension
p
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
 .  .  .and let b, a g G B = F A be a fixed element.G A.
 . . kThe map u s ob b, a , y1 : M ª O has the following properties:e n
 .  .1 u 0 s ).
 .  .  .  .2 If O is complete and u f s ) then u g q a f s u g for e¨eryn
g g M k and a g k.
 .Proof. 1 This is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.4 and base change.
 . 22 By base change we can assume that M s k and f , g are
respectively the projections onto the first and second factor.
By base change applied to
6 6 6 6
0 k [ k B A 0
6 6
Äf f
6 6 6 6
0 k B A 01
Ä  . . .we get ob f b , a , 1 s ); since O is complete there exists a liftingf#e n
Ä .   . .b g F B of f b , a .1 1
Consider now the morphisms of small extensions
f6 6 6 6
0 k B B 01
6 6
 .0, 1
6 6 6 6
0 k [ k B A 0
6 6
gqa f
6 6 6 6
0 k B A 0a
 .Since the composition of 0, 1 and g q a f is independent from a , we
 .  . .have u g q a f s ob b, b , 1 , where e is the upper extension in thee 1 11
above diagram.
For A g Art , let d : A ª A = A be the diagonal map, p , p : A =k k 1 2 k
 . A ª A the projections. For any M g F¨sp, let =: Ex A, M ª Ex A =k
. U UA, M denote p y p .1 2
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 .LEMMA 4.9. Let F g Fun and A g Art , let a g F A = A , and a sk k i
 .  .  .p a g F A ; fix e g Ex A, k . Assume that O is complete.i F
 .  .  .  .1 If ob a s ), then ob a s ob a .= e. e 1 e 2
 .  .2 Assume F admits a complete, linear obstruction theory V, ¨ ; thene
 .  .  .¨ a s ¨ a implies ¨ a s ), and in particular F satisfies conditione 1 e 2 = e.
 .  .L see Definition 2.9 .
Proof.
 .1 Let e be
e : 0 ª k ª B ª A ª 0,
 .hence e = e, = e are respectively
0 ª k 2 ª B = B ª A = A ª 0,k k
0 ª k ª C ª A = A ª 0,k
 . <  .4  .where C s B = Br b, b b g K e , as in the definition of condition L .
2  .  .Let p : k ª k be the projections. Then = e s p y p e = e ; leti 1# 2#
 2 .k  .f s p y p g k . By base change, ob a, f s ), hence by Lemma1 2 e=e
 .  .  .  .4.8 2 which applies because O is complete ob a, p s ob a, p ,F e=e 1 e=e 2
 .  .and again by base change ob a s ob a .e 1 e 2
 .  .  .2 By base change, ¨ a, p s ¨ a, p . Applying linearity,e=e 1 e=e 2
 .  .¨ a, f s 0, hence by base change again we are done. Condition Le=e
 .  .means that if a s a then a lifts to F C ; this follows because V, ¨ is1 2 e
complete.
We now want to give some criteria for the completeness of the relative
obstruction theory to a morphism in Gdt. To this end, we introduce the
following
Set-up 4.10. Assume we are given a morphism n : F ª G in Gdt. Let
g 6
C = B BA
6 6
b d
a 6C A
 .be a diagram in Art , with a g Psmex; let E s C = B, and let a g G E ,k A
 .  .  .  .  .  .b g F B and c g F C be elements satisfying n b s g a , n c s b a ,
 .  .  .  .a c s d b . We say that d g F E is a required element if n d s a,
 .  .g d s b. Note that we don't ask for b d s c. Note also that by Proposi-
 ..tion 3.3 and base change, we have ob a, b s ). Proposition 4.2 saysg
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that O is complete if and only if, for any Set-up 4.10, a required elementn
exists.
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let n : F ª G be a morphism in Gdt; let u : t rt ªG F
O be the morphism induced by t ª O according to Lemma 3.4. Then O isn G n n
complete if and only if ker u s ).
Proof. If O is complete then u is injective by Theorem 4.6. Con-n
versely, assume u is injective and that we are as in Set-up 4.10. As
 .  .  .F g Gdt, there exists d g F E such that b d s c, g d s b; in particu-
X  .  .  X.lar, letting a s n d , one has g a s g a , hence there exists a t g tG
X   ..such that t ? a s a where ? is the action of t as in Lemma 2.12 3 . IfG
 .t s n s with s g t , then t ? d is a required element and we are done.F
 .Therefore we need to prove that ob t s ).e
Let ¨ be a generator of the kernel of g ; there exists a morphism of
small extensions e ª e1 2
?e e¬06 6 6 6w x0 k E e E 0
6 6
ge¬¨
g?¨6 6 6 60 k E B 0.
 X .  .By base change ob a [ t, d s ob a, b s ) and by base change ap-e e1 2
plied to the morphism e ª e1
?e e¬06 6 6 6w x0 k E e E 0
6 6
?e6 6 6 6w x0 k k e k 0
X .  .  .we get ob a [ t s ob t s u t s ), hence the result.e e1
Let G be a Gdt functor, C ª A g Psmex; denote again by ? the action
 .  .  .of t on the fibres of G C ª G A . For c g G C letG
<Stab c, CrA s t g t t ? c s c . 4 .G G
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let n : F ª G be a morphism in Gdt. Then O isn
a  .complete if and only if , for e¨ery C ª A in Psmex, and e¨ery c g F C one
has
Stab n c , CrA ; n t ; t . .  . .G F G
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows from Proposition 4.2. To
prove it's sufficient, assume we are in Set-up 4.10. As F g Gdt, there exists
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 .  .  .   ..  .d g F E such that b d s c, g d s b. Therefore g n d s g a , and
 .   ..there exist t g t such that t ? n d s a. By applying b we get t ? b n dG
 .  .  .  .s t ? n c s b a s n c ; hence by assumption t g n t . The result fol-F
lows as in the proof of Proposition 4.11.
COROLLARY 4.13. Let n : F ª G be a morphism in Gdt. If either n :
 .t ª t is surjecti¨ e or G satisfies H4 , then O is complete.F G n
 .Proof. In the first case t rt s 0, and in the second Stab c, CrA s 0G F G
 .for all C ª A and all c g G c .
For an example of a morphism n in Gdt with O non-complete, seen
Example 7.14.
5. PROREPRESENTABLE FUNCTORS
From now on we restrict our attention to Gdt functors. In this section
we will study in particular prorepresentable functors, that is, functors$
isomorphic to h for some k-algebra R in Art . This is important asR k
factorization Theorem 6.2 will allow us to reduce to such functors in many
cases.
$
1 2 k .DEFINITION 5.1. Let R g Art and let m s m . Define T s mrm ,R Rk
2  . 1T s Ex R, k . We call dim T the embedding dimension of R. For aR k R
small extension e
0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0,
 . k 2  . Udefine d : h A = M ª T by d a, f s a f#e.e R R e
 .  2 .LEMMA 5.2. i T , d is a complete linear obstruction theory for h .R e R
 .ii Assume R s PrI where P is a free power series algebra and
I ; m2 . Then the small extensionP
0 ª Irm I ª Prm I ª R ª 0P P
is uni¨ ersal, that is, any other small extension can be obtained from this by a
2  .kunique pushforward. In particular T is canonically isomorphic to Irm I .R P
 .  .  .Proof. i This is an exercise. ii Let A g Art , f g h A and view fk R
as a morphism from R to A. Let e be an extension with A as target. f
 .induces a morphism P ª A; choose any lifting c to a morphism P ª S e .
Such a lifting always exists, because to give a local morphism from$
ww xxP s k x , . . . , x to S g Art is equivalent to choosing f , . . . , f g m1 n 1 n Sk
and requiring that x ¬ f . As e is a small extension, c factors via Prm I,i i P
 .inducing a linear map l : Irm I ª K e . It is easy to verify that, asf P
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I ; m2 , l does not depend on the lifting chosen. The condition that ffP
Ä   ..lifts to a f g h S e is equivalent to saying that there is a lifting c suchR
 .that c I s 0, that is, such that l s 0. The result follows immediately.f
 .PROPOSITION 5.3. i h is left-exact, in particular satisfiesR
 .  .H1 , . . . , H4 ;
 . 1ii t is canonically isomorphic to T ;h RR
 .  2 .iii T , d is the uni¨ ersal obstruction theory of h , and it is linear.R e R
 .  . w xProof. Parts i and ii are classical results of Schlessinger Sch . To
 .prove iii , it is sufficient to find a morphism of obstruction theories a :
T 2 ª O such that its composition with the map O ª T 2 is the identityR h h RR R
on T 2.R
 . 2Consider an extension e g Ex R, k s TR
p
e : 0 ª k ª S ª R ª 0
and let n 4 0 be an integer such that mn l I ; mI.
We have a morphism of extensions
6 6 6 6
j : 0 Irm I Prm I R 0
6 6
pn
n n6 6 6 6 .j 0 Irm I Pr m I q m Rrm 0n
2  .  .If e s f#j , f g T , we define a f s ob p , f .R j nn
We leave to the reader the easy verification that a is a well defined
morphism of obstruction theories and that it is an isomorphism.
The following lemma is elementary but technically useful; we include a
w xproof for lack of a suitable reference. The name comes from Milnor Mi ,
where a similar result is proven in the complex, convergent set-up using
differential topology.
 .LEMMA 5.4 Curve Selection Lemma . Let k be an algebraically closed$
field. Let R g Art , and g g m a non-nilpotent element. Then there is aRk
ww xx  .local homomorphism c : R ª k t such that c g / 0.
Proof. We may assume that R is a domain if not, quotient by any
.prime ideal not containing g . Let d q 1 s dim R. If d G 1, then by
Krull's Hauptidealsatz there exist f , . . . , f in R that generate an m-1 d
 . X  .primary ideal in Rr g . Consider now the ring R s Rr f , . . . , f . By1 d
X  .Krull, it has dimension at least 1; however, R r g has dimension zero,
hence dim RX F 1. On the other hand g is not nilpotent in RX, otherwise
X X  . Xdim R s dim R r g . Hence we may replace R by R , and again assume
that it is a domain. Now R has dimension 1 and is a domain; embed it into
Ä Ä ww xxits integral closure R. As k is algebraically closed, R is isomorphic to k t
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Ä w x.see for instance Mat, Sect. 29 and the inclusion R ª R gives the
required map c .
The connection between the curve selection lemma and curvilinear
obstructions is given by the following lemma, which we will often use
without mentioning it in the sequel.
$
LEMMA 5.5. Let R g Art , write R s PrI with P a power series algebra,k
and I ; m2 . Then ¨ g T 2 is a cur¨ ilinear obstruction if and only if thereP R $
e x t p pww xx  .  .  .  .exists a morphism w : P ª k t in Art with w I s t , w f s ¨ f tk
mod t pq1 for all f g I.
Proof. One implication is trivial: such a w induces a morphism R ª
ww xx  p.  ww xx  p..k t r t , that is, an element of h k t r t , and it is immediate toR
ww xx  pq1.verify that the obstruction to lifting w to k t r t is ¨.
ww xx  p.  .Conversely, assume given c : R ª k t r t , such that ob c s ¨ ,e
where e is the extension
p?at pq1 p6 6 6 6w x w x0 k k t r t k t r t 0, .  .
ww xx  p.for some a g k. Then the induced map P ª k t r t can be extended
ww xxto P ª k t as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.
$
LEMMA 5.6. Let R g Art . Then the following are equi¨ alent:k
 .  .i the functor h is smooth hence R is a power series algebra ;R
 .ii h has no cur¨ ilinear obstructions;R
 .  w x Nq1.iii there exists N g N such that the map h k t rt ª0 R
 w x N .h k t rt is surjecti¨ e for N G N .R 0
 .  .Proof. The only nontrivial implication is iii « i . Write R s PrI,
ww xx 2  .with P s k x , . . . , x and I ; m . Assume I / 0, that is, i does not1 n P
hold. Let f , . . . , f be a basis of Irm I. Let C ; Nn be the set of1 r P
 . Jmulti-indexes J s j , . . . , j such that the monomial x appears with a1 n
nonzero coefficient in f for some i s 1, . . . , r. By assumption C isi
 < 4contained in J  j G 2 . It is an easy exercise in convex geometry to provei
that there exist rational positive numbers a , . . . , a , b such that C ;1 r
 < 4  < 4  4J a j G b and C l J a j s b s J . Choose N g N such thati i i i 0
ww xxA s a N and B s bN are all integers, and B G N . Define c : P ª k ti i 0
 . A i  J0. B  J .  Bq1.by requiring c x s t . We have c x s t , and c x g t fori
 .  B.  .all J g C, J / J . Hence c I ; t because f , . . . , f generate I .0 1 r
 ww xx B.  .Therefore c induces an element f g h k t rt . As c I is not con-R
Bq1 Bq1 .  ww xx .  .tained in t , f does not lift to h k t rt , contradicting iii .R
 .EXAMPLE 5.7. i Curvilinear obstructions to h do not necessarilyR
generate T 2 as a k-vector space. It is enough to consider R sR
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w x  3 3 2 2 . 2 2  2 .kk x, y r x , y , x y . Then the class of x y in T is in the kernel ofR
every curvilinear obstruction.
 . w x 3 3 2 2 . w x  3 3.ii Let R s k x, y x , y , x y , and let S s k x, y r x , y . Then
the morphism h ª h has no relative curvilinear obstructions.R S
 . ww xx  2 2 . ww xx  2 2 .iii Let k s R, R s k x, y r x q y , S s k x, y r x , y , and
R ª S be the natural projection. Then the morphism h ª h has noS R
curvilinear obstructions.
Remark. The above examples show that a morphism in Gdt without
relative curvilinear obstructions is not necessarily smooth, even in the
prorepresentable case and algebraically closed ground field. Therefore the
above Lemma 5.6 does not generalize to the relative case; the best result
we can prove is the following:
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let S ª R be$
a morphism in Art . Assume that h ª h has no relati¨ e cur¨ ilinearR Sk
obstructions. Then S ª R is smooth, and dim R y dim S s dim t yr ed r ed R
dim t .S
Proof. By Corollary 4.13 we know that O is complete. So by Theoremn
4.6 the map t ª t is surjective. Hence we may assume that R s PrIR S
X X ww xx X ww xx X 2and S s P rI , with P s k x , . . . , x , P s k x , . . . , x , I ; I ; m ,1 n 1 s P
s F n.
X X’Let J ; P be the ideal generated by I ; P . We need to prove that
’J s I , as it is easy to see that this implies both statements; it is clearly
’enough to prove I ; J.
’As a first step, we prove that J s J . If n s s there is nothing to prove,
so by induction on n y s we may assume that s s n y 1. Let S sr ed
X X’ ww xxP r I , and let f : P ª S x be the natural surjection. As Sr ed n r ed
i’is reduced, ker f s ker f. Let f g ker f, and write f s  f x , withi n
X X’ ’f g I . Let h , . . . , h be generators of I . Then f s  f h , hencei 1 b i ia a
Xi ’ ’ .f s  x f h g J. Hence I ; ker f ; J, which implies J ; J and then ia a
claim.
It is therefore enough to prove I ; J. Otherwise, by Lemma 5.4 there$
ww xx  .  .exists a c : P ª k t in Art such that c J s 0, c I / 0. Hence ck
 ww xx  p..  .defines an element a g h k t r t for some p such that n a can beR
ww xx  pq1.lifted to k t r t but a can't. As O is complete, there must be an
nontrivial curvilinear obstruction.
Note also that if k is not algebraically closed then Proposition 5.8 may
 .fail, cf. Example 5.7 iii .
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6. THE FACTORIZATION THEOREM
WITH APPLICATIONS
In this section we prove the main application of the obstruction theory
we have developed so far. Using factorization Theorem 6.2, a powerful
generalization of Schlessinger's criterion for the existence of a hull, we can
 .study Gdt functors without the H3 condition. We also prove that for a
 .Gdt functor F condition L is equivalent to the existence of a complete
linear obstruction theory V; when this is the case, O is also linear in aF
unique way, and O ª V is a linear monomorphism.F
 .LEMMA 6.1 Standard Smoothness Criterion . Let n : F ª G be a
morphism in Gdt. Then n is smooth if and only if t ª t ª ) ª O ª OF G F G
is an exact sequence of pointed sets.
Proof. If n is smooth, clearly t ª t is surjective. Let 0 ª k ª B ªF G
 .  .A ª 0 be a small extension e, a g F A . Then ob a g O maps toe F
  ..  . X  .ob n a in O . If the latter is ), then n a lifts to a b g G B as O ise G G
 X.  .complete; as n is smooth, the pair a, b lifts to a b g F B , hence
 .ob a s ).e
 X .Assume now the sequence is exact. Let e be as before, and let a, b g
 . X  . X  X.n e ; let a g G A be the common image of a and b . Then ob a s ),Ä e
X  .  .as a lifts to G B , hence ob a s ) by exactness. Therefore a lifts toe
 . Xsome b g F B . In general b does not map to b ; however, by Lemma
 . Y  . X2.12 3 it maps to some b g G B which differs from b by the action of
 .an element ¨ g t ¨ need not be unique . As t ª t is surjective, ¨ liftsG F G
to a w g t ; acting with w on b produces a lifting of a which maps to bX,F
as required.
Remark. The implication n smooth m sequence exact could also be
proven using Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.13.
 .THEOREM 6.2 Factorization Theorem . Let n : F ª G be a morphism
in Gdt, with F prorepresentable.
m j
Then there exists a factorization of n , F ª H ª G with the following
properties:
 .a H is prorepresentable, t ª t is surjecti¨ e, and t ª t is in-F H H G
jecti¨ e.
j
 .b ) ª O ª O is exact in Set#.H G
 .If in addition G satisfies condition H4 , then j is injecti¨ e.
Remark. According to the standard smoothness criterion j is a hull if
and only if n is surjective on tangent spaces.
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Proof. Assume F s h and let m s m be the maximal ideal of R.R R
q  .Define R s Rrm . p : R ª R the natural projection and n s n p gq q q q q
 .  .G R . We now define by recursion a sequence S , j g G S togetherq n n n
 .with morphisms m : S ª R such that m j s n and such that then n n n n n
diagrams
6
S Sn ny1
6 6
m mn ny1
6
R Rn ny1
 w x.commute. Let U be the image of the linear map n : Hom R , k e ª t2 2 G
w kxand take S s k U , m : S ª R the transpose of n and j the unique2 2 2 2 2
 .lifting of n to G S .2 2
Assume S , . . . , S , j , . . . , j , and m , . . . , m have already been de-2 n 2 n 2 n
 .fined. Set V s R = S ; then there exists ¨ g G V that liftsnq1 nq1 R n nq1 nq1n
 .  .n g G R , j g G S . Note that the embedding dimension of Vnq1 nq1 n n nq1
is equal to that of S . Let S ª V be the small extension with fixedn nq1 nq1
.embedding dimension which is maximal for the property of lifting ¨nq1
 .cf. Lemma 4.8 and let j be a lifting. This defines S , j , m . Note thatnq1 n n n
mn s 0.Sn
Take S, j , m to be the inverse limits of S , j , m and let H s h ; we getn n n S
 .a factorization of n satisfying condition a . It remains to prove that
) ª O ª O is exact.H G
 . U  .Let t s ob f , 1 s f e g Ex S, k s O be an obstruction where e ise H
the small extension
0 ª k ª B ª A ª 0
fn  .and f : S ª S ª A, for some n 4 0. Assume j t s ), hence thatn
 .  .  .  .  .j f s j f lifts to G B ; by H1 , j lifts to B B = S and ¨ liftsn n A n nq1
 .to G B = V . Therefore by the construction of S there exists aA nq1 nq1
commuting homomorphism S ª B = V ª B and then f Ue is triv-nq1 A nq1
 .ial in Ex S , k .nq1
 .Assume now G satisfies H4 , we shall prove by induction on the length
 .  .  .of A g Art that j : H A ª G A is injective. Let a, b g H A bek
 .  .elements such that j a s j b and let p: A ª B be a principal small
 .  .extension; by induction p a s p b and then there exists a tangent vector
 .  .  .  .  .t g t such that t ? a s b and j t ? j a s j b . As G satisfies H4 , j tH
must be 0 and then t s 0, a s b.
Theorem 6.2 is based on Schlessinger's original proof of Corollary 6.3;
hence we shall call a factorization as in Theorem 6.2 a ``Schlessinger
factorization.''
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 .  .COROLLARY 6.3. i Schlessinger A functor with good deformation
theory has a hull if and only if its tangent space is finite dimensional that is,
 . .H3 holds .
 .  .ii A Gdt functor F is left-exact if and only if it satisfies H4 .
 .  .Proof. i One implication is trivial. Conversely, condition H3 implies
that there exists an A g Art and a morphism h ª F inducing a surjec-k A
 k.tion on tangent spaces take A s k [ t . The result then follows fromF
Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.2.
 .  .ii Assume F with property H4 . Let p: A ª C, q: B ª C be
 .  .morphisms in Art and consider the map h: F A = B ª F A =k C F C .
 .F B .
 .  .  .  .a h is surjective. Take a, b g F A = F B , according toF C .
Theorem 6.2 there exists an injective morphism j : H ª F with H prorep-
X  . X  .  X.  X.resentable and a g H A , b g H B such that j a s a, j b s b. As j
 X.  X.is injective p a s q b and therefore, as H is left-exact we can lift
 X X.  .a , b to H A = B .C
 .b h is injective. Denote D s A = B and let r : D ª A, s:C
 .  .D ª B be the natural projections. Take a, b g F D such that h a s
 .h b ; as above there exists an injective morphism j : H ª F with H
X X  .  X.  X.left-exact and a , b g H D such that j a s a, j b s b. By injectivity
X X X X X X .  .  .  .of j we have r a s r b , s a s s b , and therefore a s b .
COROLLARY 6.4. Let G be a Gdt functor. Then the following are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .i G is smooth;
 .ii G has no cur¨ ilinear obstructions;
 .  w x Nq1.iii there exists N g N such that the map G k t rt ª0
 w x N .G k t rt is surjecti¨ e for N G N .0
Proof. If G is prorepresentable, this is Lemma 5.6. The only nontrivial
 .  .implication is again iii « i . Assume G general and obstructed. Then
there exists a small extension
e : 0 ª k ª B ª A ª 0
 .  .and an element a g G A such that t s ob a, 1 / ). We now apply thee
factorization theorem to the morphism a: h ª G and we get h ª H ªA A
G with H prorepresentable. Clearly t belongs to the image of O ; soH
O / ), hence by Lemma 5.6 there exist nontrivial curvilinear obstruc-H
tions in O of arbitrary high degree. The result now follows by propertyH
 .b of Theorem 6.2.
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LEMMA 6.5. Let n : F ª G be a morphism of Gdt functors. Assume that
O is linear and that V is a linear obstruction theory for G. Then the map f :F
O ª V induced by O ª O is linear.F F G
 .Proof. Let ¨ , w g O . By Lemma 3.6 we can assume that ¨ s ob a, f ,F e
 .   ..  .kw s ob a, g for some small extension e and a g F T e , f , g g K e .e
  . .  .  .kThen ob n a , ? s f ( ob a, ? : K e ª V. Hencee e
f l¨ q mw s ob n a , l f q m g s lob n a , f .  .  . .  .e e
q mob n a , g s lf ¨ q lf w . .  .  . .e
THEOREM 6.6. Assume that the Gdt functor F has a complete linear
 .obstruction theory V, ¨ . Then there exists a unique structure of ¨ector spacee
on O such that the uni¨ ersal obstruction theory is linear. Moreo¨er theF
induced map f : O ª V is a linear monomorphism of ¨ector spaces.F
Proof. It is enough to prove that O ª V is injective. Take ¨ / ¨ inF 1 2
 .O . By Lemma 3.6, assume that ¨ s ob a, f for some small extension e,F i e i
  ..  .ka g F T e , f , f g K e . a defines a morphism h ª F. Apply1 2 T  e.
Schlessinger's factorization Theorem 6.2 to get h ª H ª F with HT  e.
prorepresentable, ) ª O ª O exact; ¨ , ¨ belong to the image of OH F 1 2 H
 .by functoriality. Then also ) ª O ª V is exact as V is complete ; onH
the other hand O ª V is linear by Lemma 6.5, as O is linear byH H
Proposition 5.3. Therefore O ª V is injective, hence ¨ and ¨ haveH 1 2
different images in V.
EXAMPLE 6.7. Let n : h ª F be a hull and let V be a linear completeR
obstruction space for F. Then the map n induces a linear embedding
T 2 ; V.R
EXAMPLE 6.8. A Gdt functor does not necessarily have a complete
linear obstruction theory. Consider the Artinian k-algebra R s
ww xx  2 3.k x, y r x , xy, y and, for every a g k, let g be the automorphism ofa
R defined as g x s x q a y2, g y s y. Note that for a / 0 the induceda a
map gU : T 2 ª T 2 is not trivial.a R R
 .  .Define a functor F: Art ª Set# as F A s h A r; where f, c :R
R ª A, f ; c if and only if there exists a such that f s c ( g ; an easyap
verification shows that the projection h ª F is a hull, in particular it isR
p
2smooth and the induced map T ª O has trivial kernel.R F
Assume O linear; then p is injective, but this is impossible since forF
every a g k, p s p( gU.a
PROPOSITION 6.9. Let R be a local noetherian complete k-algebra and let
p: h ª F be a smooth morphism of functors of Artin rings.R
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 .Then O is linear if and only if for e¨ery pair f, c g h A such thatF R
 .  . U U  .  .p f s p c s a the induced linear maps f , c : Ex A, k ª Ex R, k
are equal.
Proof. Since p is smooth the induced map p: T 2 ª O is surjectiveR F
and has trivial kernel and in the above notation we have the equalities
 . U  . U  . 2  .O p (f s O p (c s O a : T s Ex A, k ª O .A F
 . U UIf O is linear than O p is an isomorphism and then f s c .F
U U  .  .Conversely assume f s c whenever p f s p c ; then we can
 .define a complete linear obstruction theory of F by taking Ex R, k
 . Uas obstruction space and for obstruction maps ¨ a, f s f#f e wheree
 .p f s a.
 .Remark. Let F be a Gdt functor. Given A g Art , a g F A , the setk
 .  .Z A, a ; Ex A, k was defined to be the set of extensions e such that a
  ..  .lifts to F S e . By Proposition 4.3, Z A, a is a vector subspace of
 .  .Ex A, k ; let H A, a be the quotient vector space. Given a morphism f :
 . UB ª A in Art and an element b g F B , by Proposition 4.3, f induces ak
 U .   ..  .linear map also denoted f from H A, f b to H B, b .
LEMMA 6.10. Let F be a Gdt functor, and assume F satisfies condition
 .  .  .L . Let f , g : B ª A be morphisms in Art , and assume that f b s g b sk
 . U U  .  .a g F A . Then f s g : H A, a ª H B, b .
Proof. Let
e : 0 ª k ª C ª A ª 0
 . U U  .be an element of Ex A, k . We want to prove that f e y g e g Z B, b .
U U  .U  . In the notation of Definition 2.9, f e y g e s f , g = e cf. Lemma
.  .  . . y1 .  .4.9 , where f , g : B ª A = A. As f , g b g q D , condition Lk F  A.
 . .  .  .implies that f , g b lift to = e ; H1 yields that b lifts to the small
U U  .extension f e y g e g Ex B, b .
THEOREM 6.11. Let F be a Gdt functor. Then O is linear if and only ifF
 .condition L holds.
Proof. One implication was proven in Lemma 4.9. Conversely, assume
 .that L holds. By the alternative description of O after Theorem 3.2 andF
 .Lemma 4.8, O can be viewed as the disjoint union of the H A, a moduloF
the equivalence relation generated by pullback.
 .The vector spaces H A, a with the pullback morphisms are a subcate-
gory of F¨sp; it is enough to prove that this subcategory is a categorieÂ
 w x.filtrante see Definition 2.7 and Proposition 2.8 in Expose I of SGA4Â Â
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hence its limit is a vector space and all structure maps are linear. We recall
the axioms for a category I to be filtrante:
 . XPS1 Given morphisms i ª j and i ª j in I there are morphisms
j ª k and jX ª k such that the resulting diagram is commutative;
 .PS2 Given two morphisms i ª j there exist a morphism j ª k
such that the composed morphisms i ª k coincide.
Moreover, it is required that I be nonempty and connected.
 .Lemma 6.10 says that PS2 holds in the stronger sense that, given two
objects, there is at most one morphism between them. In view of this,
 .PS1 is equivalent to saying that, given any two objects, there is a third to
which they both map the commutativity of the diagram is ensured by
.  .  .Corollary 6.12 . Given A, B in Art and objects a g F A , b g F B , takek
 .  .  .C s A = B; by H1 there is c g F C mapping to a g F A and tok
 .b g F B .
 .COROLLARY 6.12. E¨ery functor F satisfying Schlessinger conditions H1 ,
 .  .H2 , and H4 has a complete linear obstruction theory.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.11 and Corollary 6.3.
We are now in the position to prove that, if k has characteristic 0, then
the T 1-lifting theorem holds for every Gdot functor.
w x w x  nq1.DEFINITION 6.13 Ran2, Kaw . Let A s k t r t ,n
w x nq1 2B s k x , y r x , y , .n
and let b : B ª A be the map defined by x ¬ t, y ¬ 0. A Gdt functorn n n
F has the T 1-lifting property if, for every n g N, the natural map
F B ª F B = F A .  .  .nq1 n F  A . nq1n
w xis surjective. In F-M we have proved the following
THEOREM 6.14. Let F be a functor with good deformation theory such
that:
 .a F has a complete linear obstruction theory.
 . 1b F has the T -lifting property.
 .  .If k has characteristic 0 then for e¨ery n G 0 the map F A ª F A isnq1 n
surjecti¨ e.
w xProof. See F-M , Theorem A.
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COROLLARY 6.15. Let F be a functor with good deformation and obstruc-
tion theory. If k has characteristic 0 and F has the T 1-lifting property then F is
smooth.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 6.11 and 6.14
and Corollary 6.4.
7. GROUP AND AUTOMORPHISM FUNCTORS
By a group functor of Artin rings we shall mean a functor G from Artk
to the category of groups such that the associated functor from Art tok
Set# which forgets the group structure is a functor of Artin rings in the
sense of Definition 2.1.
EXAMPLE 7.1. If R is the local ring at the unit element of a group
w xscheme Mum, Sect. 11 , then G s h is a group functor satisfying condi-R
 .  .  .tions H1 , H2 , and H4 .
EXAMPLE 7.2. Let X be a noetherian separated scheme over k, for
every A g Art denote by X s X = Spec A, and let i: X ª X , p:k A k A
X ª Spec A be respectively the closed immersion and the projection. WeA
then define
<Aut A s f : X ª X p(f s p , f ( i s i . 4 .X A A
w xIt is clear that Aut is a group functor and, according to Sch, 3.11 ,X
 .  .  .satisfies conditions H1 , H2 , and H4 with tangent space t sAutX0 . kH X, u where u s V is the sheaf of tangent vector fields. Note thatX X X
if X is not proper over k in general the tangent space of Aut is not finiteX
dimensional; indeed this is one of our motivations to develop a theory
 .where condition H3 plays a very marginal role.
It is not clear to us if every Gdt group functor satisfies also condition
 .H4 ; however, every Gdt group functor has a complete linear obstruction
theory, as follows from the following
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let F be a Gdt group functor. Then F satisfies condi-
 .tion L .
Proof. Let B ª A be a small extension. Let
p q
F C ª F A = A ª F A = F A .  .  .  .k
 .  .be as in Definition 2.9 and d : F A ª F C be a lifting of the diagonal
map.
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 .  .  . Let a g F A = A such that q a s d, d . Then since q a ?k
  ..y1 .  .  .pd d s ), ) we can assume without loss of generality that q a s
 .  .), ) and then, according to Lemma 7.4, a lifts to F B = B and hencek
 .also to F C .
LEMMA 7.4. Let F be a Gdt functor and for e¨ery pair A, B g Art letk
 .  .  .  .K A, B be the kernel of the natural map F A = B ª F A = F B . Ifk
A ª A , B ª B are surjecti¨ e morphisms in Art , then the natural map1 2 1 2 k
 .  .K A , B ª K A , B is surjecti¨ e.1 1 2 2
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove the lemma when B s B s B1 2
and A ª A is a principal small extension. In this case the result is an1 2
 .immediate consequence of condition H1 applied to the cartesian diagram
6
A = B A = B1 k 2 k
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A A .1 2
Given a functor of Artin rings F and a group functor of Artin rings G,
by a G-action on F we shall mean a morphism G = F ª F such that for
every A g Artk
G A = F A ª F A g , a ª ag .  .  .  .
 .  .is a G A -action on F A in the usual sense. One can clearly define in the
obvious way the quotient functor FrG.
We shall see below that in most concrete cases G will be a smooth Gdt
group functor, in this case FrG inherits many properties of F, in particu-
lar we have the following
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let F be a Gdt functor and G be a smooth Gdt group
functor. Then FrG is a Gdt functor and the natural obstruction map
O ª O is bijecti¨ e. In particular the projection F ª FrG is smooth andF Fr G
 . if F satisfies condition L the same holds for FrG note that the analogous
 . .statement for the condition H4 is false .
Proof. The proof that FrG is a Gdt functor is straightforward and it is
 w x.left as an exercise see also Wa, 1.1.6 . Since F ª FrG is surjective the
natural map O ª O is also surjective.F Fr G
 .  .  .Consider now a g F A , e g Ex A, k , and g g G A ; according to
 .  g .Lemma 7.6 it is sufficient to prove that ob a s ob a .e e
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Let p : A = A ª A, i s 1, 2 be the projections, d : A ª A = A bei k k
the diagonal, and, in the notation of Lemma 4.9,
=e : 0 ª k ª C ª A = A ª 0.k
 .  .  .  .Let c s d a g F A = A and let t g G A = A such that p t s 1,k k 1
 .p t s g, as d lifts to a morphism A ª C and G is smooth we have that2
 .  . tc and t lift to F C and G C , respectively, and therefore also c lifts to
 .  t .  .p 1t .  t .  .p 2t . gF C . Since p c s p c s a, p c s p c s a we have by1 1 2 2
g .  .Lemma 4.9 ob a s ob a .e e
LEMMA 7.6. Let c : F ª FX be a surjecti¨ e morphism of functors of Artin
 .  X .Xrings with uni¨ ersal obstruction theories ob, O , ob , O , respecti¨ ely. TheF F
 . Xinduced obstruction map o c : O ª O is bijecti¨ e if and only if for e¨eryF F
small extension
e : 0 ª k ª B ª A ª 0
 .  .  .  .and for e¨ery a , a g F A such that c a s c a we ha¨e ob a s1 2 1 2 e 1
 .ob a g O .e 2 F
Proof. The condition of the lemma is clearly necessary; in order to
show that it is also sufficient we define for every small extension
p
e : 0 ª M ª B ª A ª 0
X . k   . .  .a map ¨ : F A = M ª O by setting ¨ c a , f s ob a, f . It is cleare F e e
 . Xthat ¨ is well defined and ¨ , O is an obstruction theory of F such thate e F
X  . Xob s o c (¨ . By universality there exists b : O ª O such that ¨ se e F F e
X  .b ( ob and b is exactly the inverse of o c .e
EXAMPLE 7.7. Let X s An be the affine space over k. Then therek
 .  .exists a natural bijection between Aut A Example 7.2 and the set ofX
w x w xk-algebra homomorphisms f : k x , . . . , x ª A x , . . . , x such that1 n 1 n
w x w xp (f s 1, where p : A x , . . . , x ª k x , . . . , x is the projection.1 n 1 n
In this case it is immediate to observe that Aut is smooth. This is inX
n w xfact a special case of Example 2.4, where V s P , and P s k x , . . . , x as1 n
a k-vector space.
EXAMPLE 7.8. Let X ; An be an affine scheme of finite type over k, Fk
the functor of embedded deformations of X in An , and G the automor-k
 .phism functor of the affine space Example 7.7 . Then G acts on F and the
quotient functor FrG is the functor Def of infinitesimal deformations ofX
w x  .  .X Ar1 . It is well known and easy to see that F satisfies conditions H1 ,
 .  .H2 , and H4 . In particular by Proposition 7.5 it follows that Def is aX
Gdt functor with a complete linear obstruction theory.
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PROPOSITION 7.9. Let X be a noetherian separated scheme o¨er k. If k
has characteristic 0, then Aut is smooth.X
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 7.19 below.
w xRemark. In the affine case Proposition 7.9 was proved in Wa, 1.3.1 by
 .using formal integration of vector fields.
EXAMPLE 7.10. If the characteristic of k is a positive integer p then in
general Aut is not smooth. Consider for example the affine schemeX
 . w x  p.  .X s Spec R , R s k x r x and let g g Aut A be defined by g :X py1
w x  p p. w x  p p.  .  .k x, t r x , t ª k x, t r x , t , g t s t, g x s x q t. This g does not
 . X w x  p pq1.lift to Aut A ; in fact every lifting g : k x, t r x , t ªX p
w x  p pq1. X . X . pk x, t r x , t should have the form g t s t, g x s x q t q at and
X p. pthen g x s t / 0.
LEMMA 7.11. Let X be a scheme as in Proposition 7.9, let
6
A B
6 66
C D
be a cartesian diagram in Art with C ª D a small extension, and letk
 .X ª Spec A be a deformation of X inducing tri¨ ial deformations o¨erA
 .  .Spec B and Spec C . If Aut is smooth then X is a tri¨ ial deformation.X A
 .Proof. Let X , X , X be the induced deformations over Spec B ,B C D
 .  .Spec C , Spec D . By assumption there exist isomorphisms f : X =k
 .  .Spec B ª X , g : X = Spec C ª X , inducing isomorphisms f , g :B k C
y1 .  .X = Spec D ª X . Let t g Aut C be a lifting of fg . Then, con-k D X
sidering possibly the composition of g with t , we can assume f s g and
 .then it is possible to glue the maps f , g to an isomorphism X = Spec Ak
ª X .A
COROLLARY 7.12. Let X be a scheme as in Proposition 7.9, F a Gdt
functor, and m: F ª Def a morphism of functors. If the characteristic of kX
is 0 then K s ker m is a Gdt functor.
 w x.Proof. cf. G-K, Sect. 1 . Since K ; F it is enough to prove that K
 .satisfies condition H1 .
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Given a cartesian diagram in Artk
a 6A B
6 6
b
6
C D
 .  .  .with C ª D small extension and a g F A such that ma a s ), mb a
 .s ) we know from Lemma 7.11 that also m a s ) and therefore the
 .kernel of m satisfies H1 .
The proof of the above result suggests an example of hull with nontrivial
kernel.
EXAMPLE 7.13. Let X be the affine scheme of Example 7.10 and let
m
h ª Def be a hull. Then the kernel of m is nontrivial. In fact X is anR X
w x ww xxaffine hypersurface, hence, according to Ar1, Sect. 4 , R s k z , . . . , z0 py1
is a power series ring with p generators and the image under m of a
morphism f : R ª A is the isomorphism class of the deformation
 w x  p  . i..Spec A x r x q  f z x . A nontrivial element of the kernel of m isi
w x  nq1.the pair A, f where A s k t r t , n ) p, and f : R ª A is given by
 . p  .  .f z s t , f z s ??? s f z s 0; the induced deformation0 1 py1
 w x  p p nq1..  w x  p nq1..Spec k x, t r x q t , t is isomorphic to Spec k y, t r y , t , by
y s x q t.
Note that if f : F ª G is a morphism of Gdt functors and O isf
complete then for every morphism B ª A in Art and every smallk
X  X .  X.  .extension A ª A the kernel of h: G A = B ª G A = G B isA G A.
contained in the image of f. In particular if F s ), O complete, then thef
kernel of h is trivial and, by the same argument of Corollary 7.12 the
kernel of every morphism of Gdt functors H ª G is again a Gdt functor.
EXAMPLE 7.14. Let X be the scheme of Example 7.13 and let n :
) ª Def be the trivial morphism. Then O is not complete.X n
In fact if O were complete then the kernel of the hull m: h ª Defn R X
would be a Gdt functor and therefore trivial since m is an isomorphism on
tangent spaces.
Let F g Fun; define K : Art ª Set# by setting for every A g ArtF k k
pw xK A s ker F A m k e ª F A , .  . . /F k
where p is the map induced by the natural projection. Note that K is aF
 .covariant functor but in general not in Fun, because K k s t . TheF F
introduction of K is motivated by the following result.F
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LEMMA 7.15. Let G be a Gdt group functor. Then the T 1-lifting property
 .  .holds for G if and only if the natural map K A ª K A is surjecti¨ eG nq1 G n
for e¨ery n.
Proof. Note first that b : B ª A has a splitting given by t ¬ x. Noten n n
w x  .   .  ..also that B s A m k e , hence K A s ker G B ª G A .n n k G n n n
 X .  .  .Choose an element a , b in G A = G B ; we want to provenq1 G A . nn
 X .  .that a , b lifts to G B . Using the section of b we can findnq1 nq1
X X X X .  .b g G B mapping to a . Let b be the image of b in G B . As b andnq1 n
 .  .b have the same image in G A , there exists an element g g K An G n
X  .such that b s gb. By assumption g can be lifted to g g K B ; it is thenG n
X X Xeasy to verify that b s g b is the required lifting.
 .LEMMA 7.16. If H s h is a prorepresentable functor then K A sR H
 .  .t m A; in particular K B ª K A is surjecti¨ e whene¨er B ª A is.H H H
Proof. For every a g R let a g k be its class in the residue field. The
 . w xelements of K A are exactly the morphisms R ª A m k e of the formH k
 .  .a ª a q ef a where f g Der R, A and the R-module structure on Ak
 .  .is induced by the projection R ª k. Hence K A s Der R, A sH k
 .Hom V , A s t m A.k R r k H
LEMMA 7.17. Let j : H ª F be a morphism of Gdt functors with H
prorepresentable and let t g t . Then there exists a factorization H ª K ª FF
with K prorepresentable and t in the image of t .K
Proof. Let H s h and assume that the morphism j is given by aR
 . ncoherent sequence j g F R , where R s Rrm . As F is Gdt we haven n n
 w x.  .  w x.F R e s F R = t and therefore there exists h g F R e whose2 2 F 2 2
projections are exactly j and t.2
For every n G 2 we have a cartesian diagram in Artk
6w x w xR e R enq1 n
6 66
R Rnq1 n
 .and therefore it is easy to see, using H1 , that there exists a coherent
 w x.sequence h g F R e which lifts j and h .n n n 2
Now h: K s h ª F is the required factorization.Rwe x
 .LEMMA 7.18. Let F be a Gdt functor, A g Art , and a g K A . Thenk F
 .i there exists a morphism H ª F with H prorepresentable such that a
 .lifts to K A ;H
 .  .  .ii for e¨ery small extension B ª A the map K B ª K A is onto.G G
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w xProof. Consider the splitting of the projection p : A m k e ª A intok
a sequence of principal small extensions
w xA m k e s C ª C ª ??? ª C s Ak n ny1 0
w xand denote by p : C ª A, ¨ : A m k e ª C the partial projections; puti i i k i
 .  .a s ¨ a , by assumption p a s ).i i i i
We now prove by induction the following result.
For e¨ery i s 0, . . . , n there exists a prorepresentable functor H , a mor-i
 .  .  .phism f : H ª F, and a b g H C such that f b s a , p b s ).i i i i i i i i i i
For i s 0 the above result is trivially true. Assume there are given H ,i
 .b , and f as above for an index i - n. Since a lifts to F C , accordingi i i iq1
to factorization Theorem 6.2, we can assume without loss of generality that
 .b lifts to some s g H C . As C ª C is a principal small exten-i iq1 i iq1 iq1 i
 .  .sion there exists a transitive action of t on the fibres of F C ª F CF iq1 i
 .and then there exists t g t such that t ? f s s a . By Lemma 7.17F i iq1 iq1
fa iq1
there exists a factorization H ª H ª F such that t lifts to t andi iq1 H iq1
  ..  .  .therefore also the pair a , a b lifts to H C . This proves i ; toiq1 i iq1 iq1
 .  .prove ii let a g K A be a fixed element and let B ª A be a smallF
extension in Art . Let H ª F be a morphism with H prorepresentablek
X  . X  .such that a lifts to a g K A ; by Lemma 7.16, a lifts to K B andH H
 .therefore also a lifts to K B .F
THEOREM 7.19. Let G be a Gdt group functor o¨er a field k of character-
istic 0. Then G is smooth.
Proof. By Proposition 7.3 and Corollary 6.15 it is sufficient to show that
G has the T 1-lifting property. By Lemma 7.15 this is equivalent to the
 .  .surjectivity of K A ª K A for every n G 2; this is an immediateG n G ny1
 .consequence of Lemma 7.18 ii .
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